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Abstract
Software patterns have been widely studied in order to reuse of design knowledge in
software design phase. However, few patterns have been known in the area of safety.
This paper addresses a mechanism for safety and its software pattern in a reactive
system. We construct a pattern composed of a mechanism called an event checker
including several software patterns to check scenarios, i.e., the order of events and
their timing constraints. Next, we show examples of its implementation to railroad
models using Java. Moreover, we discuss the safety in the domain of a reactive
system by means of this event checker and its software reliability by using this
pattern.
1 Introduction
In a reactive system, a controller responds to both external and internal stimuli
in an event-driven manner [1]. Railroad crossing systems and manufacturing
sequence control systems are examples of reactive systems. In these systems,
an incorrect action of a controller may lead to an accident.
Because the elimination of all errors is practically impossible including
speciﬁcation and programming errors, an accident can be caused by a latent
error in a system. When an error causes a faulty event to be sent to a con-
troller, this error can be detected by checking the order of events and timing
constraints. There are few typical scenarios, i.e., event sequences, in an indus-
trial and a railroad crossing system. This paper presents a safety mechanism
called an event checker for detecting errors using this mechanism. When errors
are detected, an event occurs to operate to the safety mode of a system. This
checking mechanism was originally proposed as the trace assertion method in
[2], and is applied to an event checker in this paper.
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In recent software development, design patterns,i.e., abstractions of soft-
ware architecture have been widely studied in order to reuse designing knowl-
edge and components that increases productivity and reliability. Few patterns,
however, have been noted in the area of safety [4-6]. This paper proposes a
pattern for an event checker that combines several patterns. This event checker
pattern can be regarded as a framework for similar programs, as well. Using
software patterns, the reliability of a safety mechanism can be improved. Be-
cause the event checker is a redundant mechanism, cost-eﬃciency is critical
factor. The creation of this event checker focused on ease of development, min-
imization of modiﬁcations in controller program, and simplicity of description
to prevent errors.
An example of the implementation of this mechanism in Java is provided
for railroad models, followed by a discussion on safety in this ﬁeld.
2 Event Checker Pattern
2.1 Overview
Because reactive systems respond to stimuli in an event-driven manner, the
event checker is designed for checking some scenarios, such as the order of
events and timing constraints upon introduction to the controller. This mech-
anism is developed by combining several patterns that have certain desirable
properties. Figure 1 shows a safety mechanism using an event checker. This
mechanism consists of two packages: a controller package and event checker
package. The classes in the controller package are responsibile for operating
the subordinate equipment, while the classes in the event checker package are
responsibe for checking the order of events and the timing constraints received
from the subordinate equipment. This mechanism is eﬀective because
• the controller package and event checker package doubly check the order
of events and the timing constraints,
• the description of the event list representing event sequences in the
event checker package is so simple that errors can be eliminated.
2.2 Problem and Solution
The following is the problems discovered during the development of the event
checker.
Problem A Changes to the software architecture are needed in order to send
events to both event checker package and the controller package. However,
this modiﬁcation has the possibility of creating new errors. Therefore, the
alteration of the controller package architecture should be minimized and the
controller package software should not be aﬀected.
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Fig.1 Safety mechanism.
Problem B Scenarios, i.e., event sequences and their timing constraints are
described in the event checker. Event names and control symbols representing
both branches and repetition should be described as text for easier of under-
standing. Recursive and hierarchical representations should be used in order
to describe scenarios as simply as possible.
Problem C The timing constraints of events should be veriﬁed in the
event checker. In general, whether or not events are included between Tmin:
the minimum delay time, and Tmax: the maximum delay time, should be
checked in reactive systems. These timing constraint states are divided into
the following three categories: Sless when an event occurs at a time less than
Tmin, Sin when an event occurs at a time between Tmin and Tmax, and Smore
when an event occurs at a time more than Tmax. If timing constraint states are
represented in an event class, the class cohesion is low and the class structure
is complex. Therefore, timing constraint states are introduced as objects.
The patterns shown by E.Gamma et al. in [4] were used to solve the above
problems. Each solution below corresponds to its respective problem above.
Solution A The Decorator pattern, shown in Fig. 2, provides additional
behavior to one object without aﬀecting others. This pattern also allows the
extraction of events sent from subordinate equipment to a controller. A Facade
class can be used to provide single uniﬁed interface for multiple subsystem
interfaces, which is called the Facade pattern. Using the Decorator pattern,
events are extracted through a Facade class. In Fig. 2, the Controller class
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is a Facade class. The implementation of the controller interface denoted by
<< interface >> Controller is embodied to use ConcreteController class.
The<< interface >> Controller represents contract between the Controller
class and other classes denoted by A, B, C, D. Because the Decorator class
now sends events to event checker package, the eﬀect of the above modiﬁcation
is restricted solely to this Facade class.
Solution B The Composition pattern provides objects with both a recursive
structure and a hierarchical relationship between the whole and its parts.
Using the Composite pattern, objects are used to express order of events. The
control symbols (whole) and events (parts) are represented in these objects.
In Fig. 3, a control symbol class ControlWord has multiple references to its
superclass, an element class, called << abstract >> Element. ControlWord
is able to contain objects created by both a control symbol class and an Event
class because both are subclasses of << abstract >> Element.
Solution C The State pattern can be used to classify the behavior of an
object depending on its state. It can also be used to separate the task of
checking timing constraints from an event class. In Fig. 4, an event class,
Event, delegates an operation dependent upon timing constraints to class
Sless, Sin, or Smore. Each of these classes implements a state interface denoted
by << interface >> State. Timing constraints are then checked in the
appropriate class and its state transitition occurs.
*
A
C
B
D
event
Controller
ConcreteController Decorator
Fig.2 Decorator pattern.
<<interface>>
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Element
ControlWord Event
*
Fig.3 Composite pattern.
State
Sless Sin Smore
Event
(t   Tmin) (t  Tmax)(Tmin  t  Tmax)
<<interface>>
*
Fig.4 State pattern.
2.3 Integration
The patterns mentioned in the previous section are integrated. Figure 5
shows the Event checker pattern. This pattern contains four other patterns:
the Decorator, Facade, Composite, and State patterns in the controller and
event checker package. The Decorator and Facade patterns are applied to
controller package. The event checker package contains the parser package,
element package, and EventChecker class. The EventListParser class is the
principal part of the parser package. The purpose of the EventListParser
class is to parse an event list and create an event object group. The Composite
and State patterns are applied to the element package. The element pack-
age includes Event class, ControlWord class, and << abstract >> Element
class, which represents the event names and control symbols. The element
package also includes << interface >> State, Sless, Sin, and Smore classes
that check the timing constraints.
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Fig.5 Event checker pattern.
2.4 Behavior
This section describes the behavirs involved in checking the order of events
and timing constraints performed by the event checker package.
The EventChecker class through the Decorator class checks the order of
events as shown in the sequence diagram in Fig. 6. Horizontal arrows repre-
sent event transmissions between objects, and the vertical direction represents
the temporal sequence of these event transmissions. A Decorator class ob-
ject denoted by : Decorator checks the order of events using the check(evt2)
method in the : EventChecker after calling evt2() method from : Equipment,
where evt2 represents the event name. The event name is then checked using
getNextEvent(evt2) in : EventChecker.
The timing constraint of an event is checked by the Sless, Sin ,and Smore
classes. The sequence diagram in Fig. 7 depicts this behavior. When a timing
constraint needs to be checked, start() is initially called. When the next
event occurs, getNextEvent() is called. An event object : Event delegates
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the checking operation to : Sless ﬁrst. In : Sless, it is determined whether the
elapsed time is less than Tmin. When the time becomes greater than Tmin,
the timing constraint state is transferred to : Sin; and when the time exceeds
Tmax − Tmin, the timing constraint state transfers from : Sin to : Smore.
Fig.6 Event sequence checking.
evt2()
check(evt2)
:Equipment
:Decorator :EventChecker
:Event
evt1
getNextEvent(evt2)
evt2
true
Fig.7 Event timing constraint checking.
start()
start()
sleep(Tmin)
start()
getNextEvent(evt2)
getNextEvent()
interrupt()
changeState(sl)
:Event
evt1
sl:Sless sm:Smoresi:Sin
changeState(si)
sleep(Tmax-Tmin)
3 Example
In this section, the Event Checker pattern is applied to railroad models. Java
is used for its implementation.
3.1 Railroad crossing
Figure 8 shows a railroad crossing model [7-8]. This model consists of one or
more trains, a gate, a sensor I, a sensor O, and a controller. The behavior of
this model is shown as a sequence diagram in Fig. 9, and is described below.
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When a train approaches a gate, it reaches a given distance where a sensor I
detects its approach. Sensor I sends an event approach to the controller. The
controller commands the gate to lower as event lower, and the gate moves
from the up to the down position. Event down is returned after the gate is
shut completely. After the train passes the gate, sensor O detects the fact and
sends event pass to the controller. This controller commands the gate to raise
as event raise, and the gate moves from the down to the up position. Event
up is returned after the gate has opened completely.
The Event Checker pattern is applied to this model using Java. For this
example, the maximum number of trains within a closing activity is assumed
to be two ( including the opposite track ). Figure 10 describes the possible
event sequences for this model. If there is only one train, the order of events
is 1 → 2 → 3 → 4. However, if there are two trains, the order will be one of
the four senarios shown in Fig. 10. This diagram is implemented as an event
list.
event flow
Train
Sensor I Sensor O
Controller
Crossing
Fig.8 Railroad crossing model.
I:Sesor :Gate O:Sensor
:Controller
approach
lower
down
pass
raise
up
Fig.9 Railroad crossing behavior.
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Fig.10 Train event sequences
A1 A2 A3
B1 B2 B3
C1Interlocking controller
Signal A1  C1:Track
Fig.11 Railroad interlocking model.
Points
3.2 Interlocking Controller
Interlocking is a mechanism used to control points and signals for the safe
operation of a train station. This model [9] consists of one or more trains,
tracks, points, signals, and an interlocking controller. The trackes are named
A1, A2, · · · , A3, as shown in Fig. 11. The behavior of this model is shown as
a sequence diagram in Fig. 12, and is described below.
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:Operator :Points :Signal
Fig.12 Railroad interlocking behavior.
X:Track
:Inter-
locking
designate track
change
confirm(1)
confirm(2)
confirm(3)
lock
red
unlock
green
detect train
The Operator class object : Operator commands the interlocking controller
to designate tracks for the trains. The interlocking controller sends event
change to the points for changing. After the controller conﬁrms that
(1) there are no trains on the course assured by the signal,
(2) the direction of each point is correct,
(3) there are no conﬂicts with courses indicated by other signals,
by using confirm(1), confirm(2), and confirm(3), the controller sends lock
to each point and turns the signal green. When a train passes a track, the track
detects this train and sends an event to the controller. When the controller
receives this event from the end of the tracks consisting a course, this controller
turns the signals red and unlocks each point.
4 Discussion and Conclusion
A safety mechanism called an event checker and its software design pattern
have been presented in this paper. The event checker is a mechanism to check
order of events and their timing constraints in a reactive system. Software
design patterns are used for improving reliability of this safety mechanism.
Even though the event checker doesn’t deal with concurrency, we consider it
is still available to check the critical events in a scenario.
The advantage of this mechanism is that the controller and event checker
packages are able to check the event sequences twice, while maintaining the
simplicity of event list description written in a text ﬁle. The advantage of the
software pattern is its broad utilization for many deﬀerent applications. The
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reuse of software, which means the reuse of design knowledge and the reuse
of software components, could improve the reliability of the software.
This event checker has been developed by combining several patterns for
the separation of responsibility, alleviation of dependency, and clarity of the
software structure, and its utility was exhibited through the application to
railroad models. Currently in Japan, interruption during a task is prohib-
ited and single thread processing is used for railway signaling due to safety
concerns. However, considering the future distributed controll system, it is
necessary to study the interruption method further. Inturruption cannot be
fully dealt in Java (JDK1.3). However, it can be dealt in the real-time spec-
iﬁcation for Java. Further work of software patterns is needed in the area of
safety.
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